Tomb of the Ancestors 	

	“Who shall be the first to enter?” 
	No one stirred. None answered.  
	Supreme Etruscan prince-priests, magistrates from 
each of the Twelve Peoples, stood stiffly before the great 
dome-mound wearing ceremonial garb befitting the 
occasion. Lesser officials and court staffs crowded about  
them. Glad to be invited, I stayed happily in the outer
circle with my fellow scribes from other city-states. 
	As well dressed as they, I blended in with confidence. 
My trim linen tunic, male length to the knee, met high-
strapped sandals. Zilath’s gift of gold clasp pinned fabric 
at my shoulder. The pouch with my prized scribing tools 
hung from a gold-threaded rope belt. My plain mid-length 
straight hair and nearly hairless jaw gave me a boyish 
appearance. 
	“It’s a glorious day to be in the garden of Cisra’s City 
of the Dead,” the scribe next to me whispered. 
	Anxiously we waited for this event to begin.
The enormous mound loomed above, an artificial mountain 
created by the Ancestors, topped with turf of 
brightest sod, on a base of large porous gray 
stone blocks. Sliced into the mound, a long stone path 
led to the place that held secrets. 
	Prince-priest Aule of Veia rang out, “We gather to pay 
homage to our Revered One, Ancestor Princess-priestess 
Larthia, who brought strength to Etruria. I repeat, who 
shall be the first to enter? Who will step into The 
Shadows?” 
	Shrewdly, the prince-priests eyed each other. Their 
delicate, gold-leaf crowns, representing their native 
cities, gleamed in Aplu’s sunrays. Each canvassed the
assembly, searching for a would-be candidate. 
	One stroked his beard. “After all, the tomb hasn’t been 
opened since her death.”
	A second wrinkled a brow. “So moldy and dank.” 
	A third tapped a foot and smoothed the hem of his 
tunic. “Wet from the rains.” 
	All gave excuse but none said the true reason. They 
were afraid. What had started in jest among the boastful 
rulers had become a challenge: to open the grandest tomb.
From vanity they would defy the gods and go against the 
laws of Tages.
	Brave Prince-priest Zilath cleared his throat to gain 
recognition. Selection had been made. He was going to 
do it. How proud I was of him at that moment. 	
	“My noble Scribe Larth is named after the famous 
Princess Larthia. I choose him,” Zilath announced. 
	Trumpets blared.
	Had I heard right? Zilath joked. He couldn’t mean 
me. 
	“Intriguing.” Maru, Cisra’s prince-priest smiled. 	
	“You’re pleased that I would volunteer one of my court.” 
 Zilath returned the same kind of smile Maru had
given him, one that showed intense dislike and intense 
rivalry. ‘We Tarchna are valiant.”
	I ducked low so I wouldn’t be seen. 
	Zilath’s piercing eyes searched the crowd and fixed on mine.
‘Step forward, Scribe Larth.”
	“Me?” I squeaked in a voice unlike my own. Sweat 
poured from my hairline to toes. I’m not a magistrate, 
prince, augur or warrior. I don’t rule, bless or fight.	
	The way conveniently parted to let me pass. Oh God 
Tinia! When Zilath commands, there is no choice. I must 
obey. I moved forth solemnly towards my leader. Has Zilath 
coerced the Fates to cast a curse over my head? 
	“I am but a scribe, recording laws, transactions and
accounts. Why would you want me to open a tomb?” 
	“Take the candle with you.” 	
	The magistrates encircled so close I could see 
each embroidered emblem of authority on their 
white linen tunics. Precious jeweled pendants sat on their 
chests like victorious trophies. Gold armlets draped over 
muscled biceps, marks of warrior status. Their high-laced 
sandals, appropriate for this heat season, reeked of foot odor.
Hawk-like eyes devoured me. Wordlessly they screeched
that I should be victim, the sacrifice to cross the threshold.
	Hoping that they would see folly in sending a puny 
stripling into the tomb, I stalled by acknowledging and 
praising each magistrate with flowery speech,
exaggerating his splendid contributions to bring about
abundance and industry. 
	Please, Tinia, let some fearless hero step forward for
this dreadful duty.
	“Put us off no longer, Scribe Larth. Take the candle!” 
Zilath impatiently instructed. 
	This onerous task was unavoidable. “I’m honored,
 Zilath, that you have decreed that I be at this gathering,
that  you give me this accolade.” Respectfully, I reached
for the unlit candle and flint thrust in my face.  	
	The necropolis mound threatened like a monster about
to swallow its prey. Mustering dignity,I turned towards
the path, seeing each uneven stone as a challenge  to be
conquered.	
	If a rock falls on my head, it is only an unimportant 
scribe who dies. 
	The path within the tumulo narrowed, shaded by moss-
covered stone walls. With my free hand I touched the 
cold stone to support my inner trembling. 
	The downward path ended at the carved stone post
that marked the closing of a tomb. One of Priest-priest  Maru’s
Maru’s slaves awaited, glaring. “Why are you here? 
Where’s the warrior who enters the tomb?” 	
	“I am chosen.” 
	Startled, he asked, “Where are your weapons, youth?” 
	I held up the meager candle. “I have none.” 
	“You’re crazed to do this,” the slave mumbled. Terrified 
by his own chore, he shakily managed to strike hammer and 
awl at the marker, and the stone door that sealed the 
sepulcher unhinged and opened. Two other slaves, wild-eyed 
from this assignment, struggled with the cumbersome door 
and pressed it against the wall, leaving enough room for me 
to slip into the dark space. Jittering with fear, they retreated, 
heading rapidly back towards the assembly. 	
	Those slaves will die for knowing this entrance. What 
fate will be mine?
	Alone, in deadened quiet, except for my own deep 
breathing, I struck the flint and set flame to the wick. 
Cautiously, I advanced with an outward braveness I didn’t 
feel. One more step and I would be in the shadowed land 
of the Ancestor, my namesake, Priestess Larthia. 
	The cool darkness, refreshing after the humid heat of 
day, propelled me further to a carved rock hallway. Like
the outside path, it was narrow with unornamented walls. 
I tapped my foot. Hard dirt. At a snail’s pace I crept, 
unknowing its length or whether  the floor would be  even
or not. Solid ground.Reflected on a speck of bright light, 
some obscure object shined.
	No smells of death. Damp, stale air permeated the
walls. I saw that master builders of a century ago had 
already devised our system of wedging stones together 
without mortar. was needed. No masonry or rocks would 
tumble.
	The candle flickered as the hallway forked into two 
passages. A sharp glimmer came from the chamber on 
my right. I held the flame high and peered in. That brightness
had to be gold. A chariot sagged in the corner on 
wooden wheels splintered by time, yet its decorated lotus 
blossoms and palm leaves glittered. No, it was 
untarnished bronze.
	In its midst—the funeral bier!  Under shreds of
manly cloth and worked bronze rings and plates, the bony 
fragments of a skeleton rested face up.
	I’m wrong. It can’t be Larthia. This is a warrior’s 
chamber. 
	Breathing more calmly, I continued to the next
chamber. Amphora-shaped, discolored silver vases
guarded the doorway.  Silver and bronze vases, dulled with
age, hung above them from the vaulted ceiling. House
wares were scattered across the floor: silver bowls and 
bronze plates, chalices, pitchers styled as ducks, perfume
vials  and oil burners.
	A shadow on the wall of a woman arched acrobatically
backward caught my attention. My candle provided
meager  illumination. She was not alive but a distorted
image on a lid’s handle of a cylindrical bronze bucket.
The rusted lid was inscribed with myth of Goddess Turan
casting her love upon mortals. Too irresistible to leave, I
placed my candle on the ground and pried off the lid.
Dried unguents, oils, lip and cheek paints in little pots
stuck with spoons were at the bottom. Hairpins, combs,
tarnished mirror and perfume vials were pinned to leather
lining. This had to be Larthia’s chamber for certainly
these were her cosmetics.
	Slowly I kept moving. My sandals brushed against
something that rolled, its sound reverberating to the wall.
I stooped down with the candle. An ordinary black-ware
perfume bottle, durable enough not to shatter. Larthia 
had scribed a band of the Hellenic alphabet around  its
base. Underneath, a second band was written in Etruscan.
She had converted Hellenic to our language.
	The Ancestor was talented. Was she the one who 
created the Etruscan alphabet?
	Carefully I tried not to stumble over the other precious
offerings, but there were too many. Rows and rows  of 
statuary massed around the corner of the chamber, hand-
sized metal votives. They were different from the usual
safeguards of a deceased one. The women mourners 
clumped together in a ritual death celebration, dancing
and wailing, arms outstretched in grief. These figurines 
expressed so much heavy sadness that I too felt sorrow.
	And then I saw it, Had my gasp been any stronger, it
would have blown out the flame. Those votives
surrounded a shriveled form that lay on a bier of intricate,
latticed bronze. In my candlelight, the form glistened as 
if Aplu’s sun had brightened the chamber. Its leathered
skin, sunk into decayed bones, was swathed in pure gold
ornaments. Upon it were amber beads, once a necklace
on threads. A frayed headdress rested on the skull. Long-
looped earrings sank into voids where there were once 
ears. Gold link necklaces with pendants of silver and
ivory were at the throat. Thick filagree bracelets pressed
on forearm  and wrist bones Heavy gold rings were
studded with oval gems on fleshless fingers. Brooches of
imaginary animals rested on tattered fabric. I bent over 
the remains. Larthia! 
	Across the skeleton’s chest, the gold-threaded 
garments were fastened with a large shining, half-moon 
disk. On its surface, lotus plants bordered embossed lions 
whose manes and tails curled artfully as they prowled 
about. Below it, two long horizontal fibulas etched with 
zigzag pattern were pinned to the cloth. Rows of tiny ducks 
studded with tiny gold balls formed the elliptical base. 
	Jewel of all jewels! Gold of the gods! 
Larthia’s sacred breastplate, her warrior’s shield! The augur-priests
had said, It was forged to protect the soul from powers of evil spirits 
by intervention of good.” Larthia was known to be good, 
the epitome of good—perfection. 
	From somewhere in depth of my being, a violent 
urge sprang up, an urge to touch the sacred breastplate. 
How wrong it would be to violate it with my stroke. How 
would anyone know? Not of my own volition I covered it 
with my fingers, then my hand. 
	My fate is in the hands of the gods.Unknown heat
seared up through each finger. How blessed I am, the first 
in a hundred years to touch this wonder.
	Captured by Larthia’s power, I tottered wearily, 
slogging back to the tomb’s entrance. One last glance.
Enough candle was left to see a woman’s head sitting in  a
niche.
	“Pick me up,” a voice within it seemed to beg.
	There was no voice, just my desire. Not a human head,
but a container. I cupped it in my hands and rotated it.
An inscription read:
	“I am the vase of Larthia.”
	Her vase.  Larthia’s life image was depicted in finest
clay. The black painted hair was incised with wavy lines,
a handle extending from the back. Across her forehead,
a strip of paint indicated checkered cloth.  Birds perched
along squared designs on the rim.
	Her likeness. Smooth cheeks, forehead and chin,
painted almond eyes and thinly arched eyebrows, a short
straight nose  showing the hint of nostrils. She must have
been beautiful.
	What a smile. Her upturned lips gave the impression
of one who knew mighty secrets of the cosmos. I couldn’t 
help but caress the lovely contours of her vase. This was 
a treasure I could love, one that I knew she had cherished.
	Larthia’s tomb was marvelous, full of loving objects
that brought her joy. What will my tomb be like? Surely it
won’t be as great a tomb as hers. I’ll put in my scribing
tools, the wedding goblet that the Syrian goldsmith made
and an Aegyptian ostrich egg. My bed will be of carved
stone, a lidded box like the famous sarcophagus of the 
married couple, my spouse and I reclining in loving
embrace.	
	The candle fizzled. I grabbed the stub, taking what 
little light I had to get out. This place will consume me if I 
don’t leave. 

	Strong daylight burned my eyes at the tomb’s doorway. 
Elation surged through my being. Done! No wall 
collapsed. No god of the netherworld assaulted me. I’ve 
entered the cosmos of the dead and returned to the cosmos 
of the living. I live! 
	Strangely, the daylight changed. Rapidly, Aplu’s sun 
died and a thunderous roar came from above. A 
cloudburst, driven by a savage wind brought Tinia’s most 
vicious rain. 
	What omen is this? Are the gods angry with 
me for entering Larthia’s tomb? 
	Under the canopy of a large oak tree, the prince-
priests sheltered to keep dry, eagerly anticipating my 
approach, waiting for my report. 
	Above the noise of the storm, I shouted, “Larthia rests 
with dignity. Her chamber astonishes with glory! Gold 
and silver dazzle! What superb workmanship of vases 
and trinkets!” 	
	“Have care, Larth. You show frailty of character by 
your cravings for the sacred gold trinkets.” Zilath yanked 
my arm and hissed, “What have you brought me?” 	
	“I took nothing.” 
	He frowned, but turned to the other prince-priests and 
beamed. “The Ancestors invite us to know their wealth! 
We enter tomorrow.” 

	At the end of the evening’s banquet for the prince-
priests, Zilath drew me aside. “Tell of the treasures.” 
	“So much gold that it hurts the eyes. Opulence beyond 
ours! Supreme crafting. Everything for eternal life.” 
	His eyes flashed. “Show me. Immediately.” 
	“Now?”
	“Without delay. A fine time when others banquet.” 
	Yielding to his demand, I led Zilath on the moonlit path. 
Since Tarchna had been the city to enter the tomb, 
our guards  were on watch. At Zilath’s presence, we were
let in. Candle in each hand, I steered the prince-priest 
through the hallway, first to the warrior’s chamber. 
	The warrior had to be Larthia’s husband and protector,
less appreciated than she by his less opulent chamber.
More clearly I saw the grave goods. On the floor, a 
four-wheeled cart with a basin in the center, surrounded 
by dancing satyrs, served as an incense burner. Bell-
shaped fumigation vases dangled from the ceiling. Tiny 
metal votive figures, solemn and stiff warrior gods of 
defense, lay methodically placed on the floor by a bundle 
of rusted darts. A round embossed bronze shield  was
stacked against several others. Piled high were warped 
arrows, stringless bows and dented helmets. The venerable
remnants of war. 
	In Larthia’s chamber,  Zilath silently examined 
the cache, going from one to another, holding, stroking and 
weighing each for worth. I too had another chance to look. A 
delicate gold flower petal cauldron lay empty on the floor. I 
sniffed inside. The aroma had evaporated. There was an 
extraordinary plate painted with ducks, storks and herons 
that would be perfect for banquet. Last I picked up a 
womb-shaped vase of a winged goddess, with big belly 
and very short legs, dappled with rounded stars. 
It sparkled with humor.
	“ A joyful, lively collection, Zilath!” 
collection, Zilath!” 
	He hadn’t heard me at all. 
	The prince-priest  crouched over Larthia’s bier, a 
spark of intense pleasure on his face, a glint of rapture. 
“What a vision!” Disregarding Larthia’s skeleton, he was 
enthralled with something he found more precious. His 
fingers explored the breastplate’s polished surface, touching the 
granulated gold shot balls. He plucked at the edges, 
prying it loose, sighing and muttering, “Elegant. 
Magnificent.”
	Eyes glazed with passion, Zilath jerked at the plate 
and the ancient cloth disintegrated with a puff of dust. 
The golden plate remained on the corpse, but the brooch 
of ducks flew onto the floor. He retrieved it and held it to 
the candlelight. As swiftly as a hummingbird, Zilath 
stuffed the brooch into his pouch. “So small. It won’t be 
missed.” 
	In front of me, Zilath dishonored the Ancestor. In lust 
he had seized the sacred. His justification made me 
uneasy. 
	I could say nothing. 

	By the next dawn, I was renowned for 
bravery and appointed to guide the formal procession of
prince-priests to Larthia’s eternal netherworld home. Two of 
Cisra’s guards slouched at the entrance, oddly not hearing
us walk on the gravel or rousing at our presence.
 	“Never mind,” Maru of Cisra kicked one. “They’ll be
punished later.” 
	In all their noble finery, the prince-priests stepped in, 
humbly awestruck.  Unafraid, I led them through the grand
tomb. Their humbleness dissipated. Hungrily they ogled at
the pieces, calculating which ones would suit their own 
afterlife tombs. Yet none marked a trinket. 
	Absorbed in their inspection, they left me free to 
thoroughly admire the Ancestor’s treasury. Wandering 
about, I grasped something was askew. A silver vase was
turned over. The bronze votives were no longer upright.
The warrior’s ring was missing. So was the winged goddess
vase. At the niche where Larthia’s vase had sat, a ring of
dust stained the ledge.
	Dismayed, I went to Zilath.  “Gone! Thievery, an 
insult to the gods, Zilath!”
	Haggard, not his usual self, twitching his beard
with nervous fingers, he ignored me. I knew he hadn’t slept,
for he was bleary-eyed, pensive and withdrawn. 
	The other magistrates exited and became 
unexpectedly vigorous, excited and agreeable to each
other, unified by the sweetened atmosphere of death. 
	“Most venerated Princess-priestess Larthia, last of the 
female line of priests, was celebrated for her wisdom and 
knowledge of the Book of Tages and the Code of 
Discipline,” Aule of Veia said gleefully. 
	“We must tell our people how advanced the civilization 
of the previous saecula was,” Maru of Cisra pronounced 
with delight. 
	“Did you see the stone-encrusted necklaces, gold 
armlets and rings, the bronze chariot and weapons, 
crafted more as works of art than tools of war?” Zilath 
drooled to the other prince-priests. “Let’s see the chamber 
once more.” 
	Incessantly he spoke of Larthia’s wealth. What 
unquenchable appetite he had for her treasures.
	The tomb has aged him. Could the Ancestors will him
to death for entering it? 
	So much beauty,” Zilath prattled on as he goaded 
his fellow prince-priests towards the necropolis on the 
second procession to the tomb. Abruptly they stopped at 
the tomb’s entrance. The same guards of the night before 
lay twisted into agonized knots. Froth bubbled from their 
contorted mouths.
	“Poisoned,” buzzed one prince-priest. 
	“The hemlock herb,” agreed another. “Ghastly death. 
Trembling. Loss of movement. Loss of breath.” 
	Horror replaced thoughts of splendor. Averting my 
eyes from the revolting sight, I focused on the loveliness 
of the garden where living cypress and ilex trees blended 
into the score of mound tombs. But the guards’ oozing 
dribble penetrated my mind. 
	Do we suffer the anger of the gods for opening
the Ancestor’s chamber? 
	Commotion followed. The prince-priests crumbled and 
their previous dignified behavior faded. They scrambled 
away from Larthia’s tomb as if they too would be poisoned 
by proximity. Through incantations and offerings as 
homage to Gods Tinia, Uni and Menvra, they attempted 
to find means to examine the Ancestors’ tombs without
retaliation. They found none.
	Other Cisra slaves were summoned to shut the
entrance, resealing it with stone and mortar, hammering 
the marker into place.
	Hastily the prince-priests dispensed with all 
ceremony, ceased the Celebration of the Ancestors, and 
sensibly dashed to their cities to order citizens never to 
desecrate the Ancestors again. 










